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This paper takes stock of the lessons from past crises, and the history of other unions to
prioritize possible reforms of the euro. The distortions facing the euro include structural
challenges in the labor and product markets, and financial distortions. While both structural and
financial distortions are costly and prevalent, they differ in fundamental ways. Financial
distortions are moving at the speed of the internet, and their welfare costs are determined more
by the access to credit lines and leverage, than by the GDP of each country. In contrast, the
structural distortions are moving at a slow pace relative to the financial distortions, and their
effects are determined by inter-generational dynamics. Unlike financial distortions, the
damaging effects of the structural distortions are linked directly to the factors determining the
GDP – the labor force, population, and the stock of productive capital. These considerations
suggest that the priority should be given to dealing urgently with the financial distortions, while
the structural distortions may be dealt with more fully down the road, once the euro gains greater
financial stability.
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"The crisis takes a much longer time coming than you think, and then it happens much faster
than you would have thought." 1
Rudi Dornbusch, Professor of Economics, MIT, 1942 – 2002

1. Introduction
As we approach the 5th year anniversary of the euro crisis, the debate concerning the root
causes of the crisis goes on.2 While pundits agree that the status quo is unsustainable, the road
ahead remains unclear. As there is no magic wand allowing the Eurozone to deal with all its
distortions in one reform, the limited political capital of the euro’s leaders should be wisely used
by targeting the most important reforms first. Hence, the proper sequencing of the needed
reforms may be the key for the survival of the euro.
Which are the most critical distortions that should be fixed first?
This paper takes stock of the lessons from past crises, and the history of other unions to
gauge this issue. Using the logic of market forces and political economy constraints, we argue
that not all distortions are alike. Taking broad strokes, we divide the distortions affecting the
euro into two-groups -- the structural and the financial. The structural distortions include labor
and product market anomalies, providing ample protection for incumbents while imposing
barriers to entry of new comers, inhibiting and stifling growth, and reducing the GDP/Capita
below its full potential. The financial distortions include: the lack of a banking union and unified
resolution procedures dealing with insolvent banks; the too close affinity between the sovereign
state and its banking system, and the absence of credible and well-funded deposit insurance
scheme supporting the euro banking system.
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PBS interview, Frontline, 1997.
Answering the question “YOU SAY IT [the Mexican Crisis] WAS PREDICTABLE AND YOU DID SEE IT
COMING. BUT WHY DID WALL STREET NOT SEE IT COMING? Rudi replied: “Well, when it
happened, it's a wide open question. An overvalued currency isn't tantamount to a crisis. The crisis takes
a much longer time coming than you think, and then it happens much faster than you would have thought,
and that's sort of exactly the Mexican story. It took forever and then it took a night. So to say it will
happen is not enough. You really have to know when and the markets are comfortable with that. They're
very liquid, they understand, they have great assurances and so they were hanging in, they were paid
well, being paid well to be there. And not to be skeptical and not to be doubtful.”
http://www.pbs.org/wgbh/pages/frontline/shows/mexico/interviews/dornbusch.html [accessed April 16,
2013].
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See Pisani-Ferry (2012) for a perceptive overview of the challenges facing the euro project.
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Both structural and financial distortions are costly and prevalent, yet they differ in
fundamental ways. Financial distortions are moving at the speed of the internet, and their
welfare costs are determined more by the access to credit lines and leverage, than by the GDP of
each country. In contrast, the structural distortions are moving at a glacial speed relative to the
financial distortions, and their effects are determined by inter-generational dynamics. Unlike
financial distortions, the damaging effects of the structural distortions are linked directly to the
factors determining the GDP – the labor force, population, and the stock of productive capital.
These considerations suggest that the priority should be given to dealing urgently with
the financial distortions, while the structural distortions may be dealt more fully down the road,
once the euro gains greater financial stability. Urgency should be given to the formation of a
euro wide deposit insurance, the soundness of which is based on granting it the proper regulatory
power, and the capacity to charge the needed risk premia.
2. Structural versus financial distortions
A manifestation of the structural distortions of the euro has been the rigid labor market,
overprotecting the older workers at a growing cost to the younger workers and to the
economy. Another dimension of structural rigidity includes limited product and service market
competition, barriers to entry, and the like. The differential depth of the structural distortions in
the Eurozone has been associated with divergent economic development between the northern
and the southern euro states, and has been exemplified by the differential real exchange and
growth trends between the GIIPS and Germany.
Are these differential growth trends the root cause of the euro crisis? Not really -- it is
the interaction between these trends and the incomplete financial design of the euro project. We
illustrate this point by noting that similar divergent economic developments between states in
other currency unions have not been associated with crises threatening the stability of the union.
Specifically, we look at the differential growth trends of the 50 US States. Figure 1 reports the
per capita real GDP changes, 1997-2011, of all the US states. During that period, the per capita
real GDP of the best preforming three states grew by 54%, while the bottom three by 0%. The
gap between the per capita real GDP of these groups has diverged at about 4% annually during
more than a decade. Hence, the divergent growth trends of the 50 US states may be comparable
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to that of the euro block. Yet, unlike the euro, there is no existential crisis in the US union. The
reason for the relative stability of the US union, despite the divergent growth patterns among the
50 US States is clear. The US is a mature union, with a significant stabilizing tax-cum-transfer
system via the federal fiscal center, a strong banking union, labor mobility, etc. Furthermore, the
US had more than 200 years to move towards “a more perfect union.”
Figure 1

In contrast, the euro is the opposite of all the above – so far, it is a shallow currency
union among advanced welfare states, with no banking union, no fiscal union, strong links
between national banks and the sovereign, and limited labor mobility. These fundamentals
suggest that the formation of the euro is akin to a Bungy jump without a rope, with the need to
use parachutes and bailouts to prevent the crash. Is this a too harsh assessment of the euro,
reflecting ex-post wisdom? Were the fault lines of the euro project expected? The short answer
to these questions is that the key fault lines of the euro were identified in the years leading to its
formation. This is reported by Jonung and Drea (2010), who document with a touch of humor
the earlier concerns of (mostly) US economists about the probable instability of the euro. This
prediction turned out to take about ten years to materialize [see also Wickens (2010)]. Was the
‘stability’ of the Euro project during its first decade expected? No, the length of the honeymoon
of the euro surprised most of the economists who were initially skeptical regarding the euro.
Presently, the euro project faces grave risks if urgent modifications will not take place.
The fundamental reason for the looming risks is in that the deepening financial integration of the
euro states, coupled with the under-regulation of the banking system and the absence of a tight
banking union provides ample opportunities for financial instability. The resultant financial
vulnerability is magnified by ignoring tail risks, and by exposure to moral hazard associated with
the belief that the euro project is too big, and politically too important, to fail. The sector that is
the fastest in exploiting perceived financial opportunities is the banking and the financial system.
After all, the financial system lives by, and dies by arbitrage at the speed of the internet [see
Admati and Hellwig (2013)].
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In the era of financial integration, the scale of financial rents in good times and the costly
bailouts in bad times are determined by access to funds, credit and leverage, and are magnified
by under regulation -- factors that may be delinked from the actual size of the economy. Iceland,
Cypress and Ireland illustrate vividly this point. Banks’ profits in good times were private, yet
banks’ losses were socialized, saddling taxpayers with huge liabilities, transmitting a banking
crisis into a fiscal crisis. The absence of a banking union in the euro, the under regulation of
banks coupled with the underpricing of sovereign risk during the first ten years of the euro, all
magnified the ultimate exposure of the euro countries to downside risks.
Needless to say, labor market and product market distortions and inefficiencies matter a
lot in explaining low growth and poverty. Yet, as long as the financial regulations are tight,
possibly by means of stifling financial repression and capital controls, real distortions do not lead
to financial crises. This is illustrated by the record of India and other developing countries in
the 1960s – prevalence of poverty, tepid growth, financial repression, and the absence of
financial crises.
In contrast to the euro experience, in a well-functioning banking union, stagnating states
in a vibrant union are not a threat to the union. Illinois is in a fiscal mess, and South Carolina
may stagnate, yet there is no banking crisis there. Spain and Ireland were in a much better fiscal
position in 2007-8 than Illinois and California during that time, yet they were doomed to be
exposed to a massive banking crisis, ending in a massive fiscal crisis. Nevertheless, a wellfunctioning banking union may be exposed to a deep banking crisis due to under-regulation and
ignoring tail risks, without imposing an existential threat to the union, as has been the case in the
US during the last five years. This follows from the risk pooling nature of a banking union,
where the combination of union level deposit insurance, funded by proper risk assessments,
mitigates bank runs and provides down the road the needed funding for bailing out consumers,
and allowing for a more proper resolution and liquidation of insolvent banks.
These observations beg an important question -- if financial arbitrage is fast, how did the
euro survived so far? A probable answer is: through the massive implicit bailout of the ECB,
acting as the agent whose big finger in the leaking financial dyke has prevented the euro’s
collapse. This has been manifested in the TARGET2 imbalances. To recall, TARGET2 is a
settlement system that clears payments between the regional Central Banks in the Eurozone. As
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of July 2007, the net TARGET2 balance of Northern euro [Germany, Holland, Luxemburg and
Finland] and of the GIIPS were close to zero. By Feb 2013, the net credit of the TARGET2
balance of Northern euro increased to about 800 Billion euro (reflecting mostly Germany’s
exposure), while the net balance of the GIIPS was a debit of about 800 Billion euros [see Figure
2]. The gap between the two is a proxy for the capital losses of the Northern euro states if the
euro would unravel in a disorderly manner.3 In the words of Donald Trump, "If you owe a bank
thousands, you have a problem; owe a bank billions, the bank has a problem." In the case of the
euro, the ultimate stake holders of “the bank” are the northern taxpayers. Ironically, the ECB
provided de facto the bailout of the banking system of the periphery, thereby mitigating the run
on the banking system there, as is the classical role of deposit insurance. Nevertheless, the
incompleteness on the euro project prevents the euro-system from reaping the full benefits of
stabilization and coordination associated with of a well-functioning banking union.

Figure 2
To understand the needed institutional modifications, we turn now to analyze the process
leading to the Eurozone crisis.

3. Dynamics of financial crises, and the perils of weak currency unions
Dornbuch’s lead quotation applies to most financial crises. It goes back to his reflections on the
Mexican crisis of 1994-5 [aka the Tequila crisis]. This was the first modern financial crisis
inflicting emerging markets following their financial liberalization in the early 1990s. The
Mexican crisis was followed by a long sequence of financial meltdowns, hitting East Asia,
Russia, Brazil, Argentina, and more recently the global and the euro crises. Dornbuch’s
statement lucidly summarizes the tendency to ignore tail risks. These are the risks that
frequently run below the radar screen of policy makers and households, underweighted in the
economic decision making, allowing distortions to ripe over long periods, frequently longer than
the Cassandras of the day expected. Yet, once the tail risk materializes, things tend to unravel
fast, at an accelerating speed.
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This measure does not count the direct exposure of the private sector in the Eurozone to the GIIPS
countries.
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In this vein, the global crisis of 2008-9 is the delayed but predicted reaction to the
massive financial liberalization and under-regulation trends going back to the 1980s. Similarly,
the euro crisis is the delayed reaction to the fault lines of the euro. Importantly, the notion
‘predicted crisis’ deals not with the timing, but with identifying the fault lines causing the
ultimate fracture. This follows from the observation that we are clumsy at predicting the timing
of financial crises. This is not due to a lack of talent or effort, but to the logic of market forces.
If you can predict the timing of a future crisis, you can earn a massive rent. Moreover, the
attempt to exploit this prediction by large players may trigger a crisis, thereby destroying the
initial prediction. Furthermore, markets are subject to forces that may lead to multiple
equilibria. The euro gained credibility during its first ten years, probably due to the Great
Moderation and the presumption that the euro project is too big and politically too important to
fail. The growing credibility of the euro induced an attitude of Happy-Go-Lucky, a complacency
of the market and policy makers, and probably brought a deeper crisis when the tail risk was
realized.
To put the euro crisis in economic perspective, the skeptical viewers of the euro noted
that the economic gains of the euro are minor, and they come with a large exposure to downside
risks. This is probably in sharp contrast to the formation of the EU, which has been associated
with large economic gains. Thus, the Euro project is mostly a political venture, explained by the
complex history of Europe during the 20th Century. The design of the euro and the Maastricht
treaty was incomplete, as was the design of the US union in 1776. In both cases, when one
builds an empire, optimism helps in galvanizing the political support. The limited horizon of the
principal [the “empire builder”] and the agents [states, citizens], frequently is manifested in an
overly optimistic assessment and fiscal myopia [see Aizenman (2012)]. Both may help at the
stages of nation building, but down the road it requires rapid adaptation to the evolving
challenges of the day.
Does this imply the coming end of the Euro? Not-necessarily, while the formation of the
euro might have been a mistake, unwinding it today may also be a mistake. As long as the
Eurozone core states [Germany, Holland, France, etc.] are willing to push it, and to bank the euro
project in the short-run, it will mature and survive, though in a different form. Yet, ‘never-saynever,’ as predicting political-will is hazardous.
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Turning to the political economy of the crisis, key questions are “How long will it take to
reform the euro?”; “How will it happen?” Insight can be gained by looking at the history of the
US union. The banking union in the US, and the formation of the FDIC [Federal Deposit
Insurance Corporation] were the outcome of the Great Depression. It took more than 150 years
of financial instability in the US, with numerous banking crises, to lead to the formation of the
FDIC in 1933. Yet, things are moving much faster today: it will take less time for the euro to
upgrade itself, or to collapse.4 Ironically, the rapidly growing exposure of Northern states to the
indebtedness of the Southern states in the Eurozone may provide the impetus for deep financial
reforms of the euro project. It may force the Eurozone to evolve. Greater financial stability may
come by moving fast towards a banking union, forming a Eurozone institution akin the FDIC,
buffered by the risk premia and regulations needed to provide effective deposit insurance. US
history suggests that the funding costs of these services in the long-run are well below 0.5 % of
the GDP, a cost that may be more acceptable politically in euro today than euro’s debt
mutualization. Down the road, a banking union will require cutting the links between the
sovereign states in the euro and their banking system, so that the stability of the banking system
will be de-linked from the fiscal stability of the state [see Pisani-Ferry (2012)].
This can be done, but requires deep restructuring. How to reform? History suggests “no
pain – no gain.” In the words of Rahm Emanuel: “You never let a serious crisis go to waste, it's
an opportunity to do things you think you could not do before.” Crises generate creative
destruction, re-shuffling bargaining clouts, changing positions and alliances. With luck and
political skill, crises may induce learning by doing, as more of the bad options are eliminated.
The formation of the FDIC in the US provides a good case study of such dynamics. The Great
Depression unleashed forces that led to a banking union, an outcome that was opposed to by the
majority in the US congress for more than a hundred years of banking instability. The written
history of the FDIC states:
“By the mid-1920s, all of the state insurance programs were in difficulty, and by the early 1930
none remained in operation. Consequently, 150 proposals for deposit insurance or guaranty
4

The faster speed of financial crises may be the outcome of deeper networking of financial players,
financial deepening, and the possibility that in the modern OECD states, expectations that key players are
too big and too powerful to be allowed to fail, magnify risk taking by savvy players. Thus, the cost of
financial under regulation has increased greatly overtime.
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were introduced into Congress between 1886 and 1933. The basic principles of the federal
deposit insurance system were developed in these bills and in the experience of the various states
that adopted insurance programs. These principles included financing the federal deposit
insurance fund through assessments; the use of rigorous bank examination and supervision to
limit the exposure of the fund; and other elements, such as standards for failed-bank payoffs and
liquidations, intended to minimise the economic disruptions caused by bank failures.”
FDIC (1998) “A Brief History of Deposit Insurance in the United States”.
This example begs the question how did the US union survive without a banking union
for about 150 years? Does it suggest that the euro union can survive without a banking union?
Probably not, as the US union moved early on in its history towards debt mutualization, buffered
by the needed taxes as part of the Hamiltonian resolution of serving the debt associated with the
American Revolutionary War (1775–1783).5 The next major institutional building in the US
happened after the defaults of 8 states following the abrupt end in 1842. This massive sovereign
default took place after decades of economic boom, a time when states created and expanded
their transportation infrastructure, investing heavily in their canals and railroads, relying deeply
on debt financing. In response, states’ constitutions in the 1840s created procedures requiring
state governments to raise taxes before they borrowed, and made those taxes irrevocable until the
debt had been repaid. Wallis (2005) attributes the success and the stability of the US dollar union
to these institutional changes: “After the fiscal crisis of the early 1840s, states changed their
constitutions to eliminate taxless finance in the future.” The combination of debt mutualization
and restraints on states’ borrowing probably explains the ability of the US Union to delay the
formation of a Banking Union. In contrast, at present there is no political will in the Eurozone to
move fast towards debt mutualization, or towards deep fiscal reforms linking sovereign
borrowing to future tax commitments. Needless to say, following these changes in the Eurozone
will help in stabilizing the euro. These reforms require hefty political support, lacking so far in
the Eurozone.

5

A brilliant resolution of the American Revolutionary war debt overhang was put forward by Alexander
Hamilton, the Secretary of the Treasury. Key elements of Hamilton’s scheme included converting
outstanding federal and state debt obligations into long-term bonds and creating credible mechanisms to
service and amortize this debt. A sinking fund was created, setting aside in 1795 explicit revenues to be
devoted to the fund: part of import duties, excise taxes on alcohol and other levies, and the sale of public
lands. See Perkins (1994) and Bordo and Vegh (2002).
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Looking forward, the growing exposure of the core of the euro to capital losses
associated with the disorderly melt down of the euro project provides a ray of hope regarding the
future. Growing recognition of the increasing costs of breaking the euro probably explains
Merkel’s changing her position, supporting Draghi's aggressive policy of “doing what it takes” to
save the euro, against the views of Deutsche Bundesbank’s President Weidmann. It may also
account for the growing willingness of Germany to move towards a banking union. De facto
Draghi's policies stopped the accelerated run on GIIPS banking systems. Yet, this took place
before putting in place the structure that would buffer the balance sheet of the agencies funding
these bailouts. Had euro’s FDIC been in place and running from day one of the euro, with the
capacity to regulate, to charge risk premium, and to liquidate insolvent banks, fiscally sound
countries prior to the crisis would have remained in a much stronger fiscal position today.
Conclusion: As long as the key stake holders are willing to push the euro project and to fund
bailouts in the short run, they will be able to push the reform agenda forward.
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Figure 1: Per capita real GDP change, 1997-2011, by state (chained 2005 dollars)

Date source: Bureau of Economic Analysis

The figure reports [(Per capita real GDP 2011 - Per capita real GDP 1997)/ Per capita real GDP 1997] of the 50 US states and DC
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Figure 2: Net TARGET2 balance, bn € .

Northern euro, [Germany, Holland, Luxemburg and Finland] and of the GIIPS.
Data source:
Euro Crisis Monitor Institute of Empirical Economic Research, Osnabrück University
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